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Organization seeks 
social work major 
e State Un~vers~tv + Jacksonv~lle, Ala. 36765. Nov. 6,1986 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
Jacksonville State University may soon be adding a new major to its 
curriculum, if a campus organization interested in social work education 
at  the University has its way. 
During its quarterly meeting. in September, the Social Work Advisory 
Board, a group comprised of 27 community professionals, faculty 
members and students, discussed strategies for the establishment of a 
social work major on campus. Currently, the University has only a social 
work minor. 
"We've been seeking this major for six years. The University 
administration has approved the social work major. The decision now 
rests in the hands of the Alabama Commission on Higher Education," 
Becky Turner, social work professor and a member of the board, said. 
The University applied for a social work major last May, but the 
commission denied the request, feeling that a major a t  JSU would be 
See SOCIAL WORK P e 3 -
Browder Chris Mi l ler  photo 
Browder granted leave-of-absence 
Chris Mi l ler  Photo Luanne Burtitram won second prize in SAGA'S 
halloween costume contest. I 
By CYNDI OWENS 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Many questions have arisen over 
the leave-of-absence granted to 
Glen Browder, professor of political 
science, by the Board of Trustees 
during an October 20 meeting, in the 
event that he wins his bid for the 
office of Secretary of State. ". . . I 
hereby am requesting (should I win 
the election) to be granted a leave- 
of-absence without pay beginning 
January 19, 1987, subject to ap- 
proval on a year-to-year basis by the 
Pres iden t  and the  Board of 
Trustees. . . . I plan, and hereby 
agree, to maintain my professional 
credentials through independent 
study and research and to provide 
my professional services, whenever 
appropriate, to our University ," 
Browder stated in a letter to Uni- 
versity president Dr. Harold McGee 
and the the Board of Trustees. 
Why did he not simply resign? 
Browder said that he considers 
himself first and foremost an 
educator and that by taking a leave 
without pay on a yearly basis, he 
will still be able to maintain contact 
with the students, serve a s  a guest 
lecturer, and remain on oral com- 
mittees. 
Having taught a t  JSU for 15 
years, Browder, age 43, resides in 
Jacksonville with his wife, Becky, 
and 11-year-old daughter Jenny Re- 
becca. He has been actively in- 
volved a s  in state politics for eight 
years, and was elected a s  a state 
representative in 1982. 
"The University has a long his- 
tory of having faculty and adminis- 
trative members participate in 
s t a t e  and local politics. Dr .  
Browder is an outstanding member 
of the faculty and we are  pleased to 
have him represent us in Montgom- 
ery,"Dr. McGee said. 
Juvenile disrupts band contest 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
A 16-year-old area juvenile was 
apprehended by several JSU band 
members and University police 
officers and transported to the 
Coosa Valley Detention Home in 
Anniston by the campus police after 
disrupting a exhibition performance 
by the Marching Southerners during 
the First Annual Phi Mu Alpha 
Southern Classic Marching Classic 
held last Saturday night in Paul 
Snow Stadium. 
At approximately 7:30 p.m., in the 
midst of a selection by the 
Southerners, the juvenile began 
waving a large white flag in the air 
while standing in the bleachers 
behind the band. His actions 
distracted several band members 
and several people in the audience. 
"While we were playing on the 
field, we could hear the laughter of 
the crowd. We didn't know whab was 
going on. Once off the field, looked 
behind us and he was s t i i  waving 
the flag. We were very irate. It was 
an extremely immature thing for 
him to do," David Armstrong, a 
trombone player in the Southerners, 
said. 
After completing their per- 
formance and exiting the field, 
several band members chased the 
youth. Upon being caught, the youth 
drew a knife on his pursuers, Arm- 
strong said. However, he was 
surrounded by Marching 
Southerners and held until police 
officers arrived. 
"The juvenile had a six-blade 
hunting knife, and will be charged 
with menacing and carrying a 
concealed weapon. He is still being 
held a t  the youth detention center; a 
hearing will take place within a few 
days," Lk. David Nichols, chief of 
University police, said. 
"Our officers and those who 
assisted us did a good job. We a p  
preciate the help of the Souther- 
ners," Nichols said. 
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Changes underway 
President aims for 
'new horizons' 
By ROY WILLIAMS recommended that we go back to a 
chanticleer Senior Editor more tradit~onal, smaller s u e  Typ- 
In a recent meet~ng w ~ t h  the ically, a Un~versity has one college 
Faculty Senate, Universlty presi- for every 2,000 students. we have 
dent Dr Harold McGee outllned one for every 700 students We don't 
Several areas that he feels are plan to change ex~stlng programs, 
eSSentla1 for the Universlty to but the structure and organlzatlon " 
achieve "new horlzons for ex- McGee said 
cellence " 
"We are an instltut1on with He stated that he would re- 
enormous potentlal If we take an organize to enhance communlca- 
assessment of our University and tion 
ldentlfy what we have here, we can "Hav~ng nlne or ten colleges 
establ~sh a model for the future," hc doesn't help wlth commun~catlon 
sald ~ l t h  fewer colleges that are  re- 
In order to ach~eve this, McGee organized, along w ~ t h  the task 
has set up several task forces con- forces we have established, our 
slstlng of over 200 students, faculty whole Unlvers~ty w~l l  have better 
and administrative members The commun~cat~on " McGee s a ~ d  
task forces are already underway He stressed that all people must 
conducting a self-evaluation of the now be evaluated annually by the 
University dean department heads students 
Durlng h ~ s  peech before the Fat- self and peers Each department 
ulty Senate, McGee mentioned sev- wlll do their own evaluations 
era1 of his goals lncludlng the fol- "The Board of Trustees recently 
lowing, whlch he updated In an passed a poilcy requestlng a man- 
lntervlew last Frlday datory annual evaluation of faculty 
He stated that the number of and admln~stratlve members About 
departments and colleges would be half of the campus employees al- 
reduced ready undergo some type of annual 
"We've already begun that proc- evaluation, t h ~ s  will see to ~t that 
ess In July, we got rid of the the other half 1s also evaluated 
College of L~brary Science, Corn- annually," McGee s a ~ d  
mllnicat~ons and Instructional Me- He sald there would be a new way 
dla, and moved them around to of appolntlng faculty 
other areas For Instance the corn- "We'll use a new appointment 
m~nlcatlons was switched to the system, instead of the letter system 
College of Commun~catlon and Fine we have now We haven't declded 
Arts We have nlne colleges, and 1 (See McGEE, Page 6 )  
OVER 1700 MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM 
* NEW RELEASES * 
RENT A VCR *POLICE ACADEMY I11 
*INDIANA JONES 
TEMPLE OF DOOM 
*AT CLOSE RANGE 
CQMING SOON 
*RAWDEAL 
COBRA 
*JO JO DANCER 
THURSDAY IS DOLLAR DAY!! 
PELHAM PLAZA 
JACKSONVILLE 
Business Administration, proudly display award. 
Center for Economic Development 
Center wins second place award 
The JSU Center for Economic "Omit and planning services pro- businesses and a surge in capital 
Development and Business Re- vided researchers for investments. 
search. whose director is Pat W. the city of Pkdmont. The award was presented to Shad- 
Shaddix, recently received the sec- Piedmont had taken 19 specific dix during NAMTAC's annual meet- 
ond place Project of the Year award actions based on the report, and ing in ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  Va, 
given by the National Association of those actions resulted in the estab- 
~ h ,  JSU Center is partially 
Management and Technical As- lishment of a new industry and funded by a grant from the Econom- 
sistance Centers (NAMTAC). additional jobs for the town. ic Development Administration of 
JSU's project was chosen from Piedmont also realized the ex- 
among 70 entries. It involved eco- pansion of a number of existing (See CENTER, Pagq 4) 
Social Work 
v 
(Continued From Page 1) 
I 
Announcements 
Please Note: The deadline for announcements is 2 p.m. on the Frlday 
before the edition the announcement is to nm. 
The Volunteer and Information Center's Christmas Wishlist and 
Group Projects booklet for 198687 is now available at their office on 407 
Noble Street and at various agencies throughout. the county. If any 
individual or group is wanting to assist a non-profit human service 
agency at Christmas or any time during the year then our.Wishlist and 
Group Projects booklets are for you. .Call the VIC office at 237-1800 for 
your. copy. 
*The physical education department is offering an aerobic exercise 
class through Continuing Education on Mondays, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays a t  5:30-6:30 P.M. For more information call 231-5515. 
*Aikido, a Japanese martial art,  is offered on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays a t  the coliseum. The classes meet fom 6:30-8:30. The 
instructor is Dr. Ron Harris. Call 231-5515 for more information. 
*The JSU Student Chapter of the American Society for Personnel 
Administration meets a t  7:30 PM in room 218, Merrill Hall on 
November 13 and December 4,1986. 
*JSU INFO LINE has a list of Agencies providing holiday help. If you 
need assistance or would like to help someone else. We can tell you 
how. For more information on these positions and others please call 
the volunteer center a t  237-1800. We are a United Way agency. 
*Happy Birthday S.A.M.! The Society for the Advancement of 
Management is one year old today! To celebrate S.A.M. will be 
having a birthday party today a t  4:30 p.m. in room 250 of Merrill 
Building guest for the occasion is Ralph Roster, President of the 
Senior S.A.M. chapter in Montgomery, AL. 
*The Geography Club is now selling National Geographic's new Atlas 
of North America: Space Age Portrait of a Continent in soft cover for 
$25. Call the Geography Club for more information, Ext. 4832. 
*All Creek organizations should supply a complete list of their 
membership, including pledges, to the Mimosa staff. Lists may be 
mailed through campus mail or brought to Room 103, TMB between 
the hours of one and nine p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. All lists 
must be in by November 11, 1986. 
*Phi Eta Sigma, the Freshman Honor Society, will have a meeting on 
November 18, immediately following the making of group pictures. 
All officers and members are  encouraged to attend. 
*Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor Society, will show, "In Cold 
Blood" on November 10 a t  7p.m. on the second floor of the Stone 
Center. Admission is free. Members who have not been active this 
year but who wish to receive updates on club activities a re  asked to 
turn their name and JSU box number in to Mr. Blanton (213 SC). 
*Remember! A "Whup Troy" party and pep rally will be held 
Saturday, November 15, from 4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.,on the Quad. In 
case of inclement weather the party will be in Leone Cole 
Auditorium. Free bar-bque, refreshments, and entertainment! Spon- 
sored by S.G.A., Calhoun Colunty Alumni Chapter, aqd Honorary 
Coaches. 
*The Anniston Museum of Natural History is planning a Christmas 
exhibit entitled "Santa's Workshop" December 4- January 4.The 
Museum needs teddy bears for this display . The bears can be old or 
new, well dressed or well loved, in a variety of sizes. (Traditional 
teddy bears are p re fe r id ;  no Care Bears or other such commercial 
types.) If you would like to help the Museum by loaning your teddy 
bear contact Paige Moreland or Pam Love a t  237-6766. The Museum's 
deadline for accepting is Friday, November 21. Also, the museum will 
present a Holiday Show and Sale November 7-December 7 in the 
museum lobby. There will be gifts for all ages, all custom made by 
artists representng a wide spectrum of mediums. For information 
call Pam Love at  237-6766. 
*The Physical Education Club will sponsor Jump Rope for Heart on 
November 21, from 7-9 p.m. a t  Pete Matthews Coliseum. Everyone is 
encouraged to participate. 
I 
duplicating programs already existing in the area, Turner said. 
"While there may be too many existing programs in other parts of the 
state, no other school in Northeast Alabama offers it. The closest one 
that does is UAB, so area students who want to pursue a career in social 
work have to go all the way to Birmingham." she said. 
Turner said she feels that there is a need for a social work major a t  the 
University. 
"We have 75 students now registered a s  social work minors, and many 
of them would like to major in this. We have the faculty to support the 
program, and our community people and workers in the area want us to 
have it," Turner said. 
The Social Work Advisory Board is in the process of updating the 
proposal for submission early next year. Their next meeting will take 
place Dec. 10. 
Any student interested in minoring in social work or finding out more 
about theproposed social work-major can contact Turner or any other 
member'ol the' sock1 work'faculty at  extension 4333 
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Leonard replaces Clark a s  
director of SAGA Foods 
By BOBBIE CHANEY 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
As of Tuesday, October 28, Dixie 
Leonard was appointed the new 
director of SAGA Food Services 
replacing former director Rick 
Clark who was dismissed from the 
position last month. 
Leonard, a resident of Galax, Va., 
has worked for SAGA throughout 
the country. He began working for 
SAGA while attending college a t  
East Tennessee State University 
and has been a SAGA employee for 
14 years. He has held many posi- 
tions, including director of account- 
ing a t  Alice Lloyd College in Ken- 
"I am going to work on the menu 
first, including variety and selec- 
tion. I also want to improve the 
quality and presentation of the 
food,"he said. 
Leonard also would like to have 
more special events and "pace 
changer" items. He was responsible 
for and credited with the idea and 
success of the various candy booths 
a t  the recent Halloween dinner. 
"I want students to feel like they 
get their money's worth by eating a t  
SAGA,"he said. 
Leonard said he is open to sugges- 
tucky and direct& of a t  tions from faculty and students to 
Emory University. improve SAGA. Leonard 
Music club to offer awards 
The Alabama Federation of Mu- 
sic Clubs, with financial assistance 
from the Alabama State Council on 
the Arts and Humanities, is offering 
a variety of cash awards totaling 
$2,750 to students in and of Ala- 
bama. 
The 1987 AFMC Awards, which 
are  given by members and clubs in 
the state organization, include first, 
second, and third place in piano of 
$500, $200, and $100; first and second 
places in woman's voice of $300 and 
$100; first and second in man's voice 
of $300 and $150; first and second in 
strings of $400 and $100; and first 
place in orchestral winds and organ 
of $300 each. 
Open auditions will be held Satur- 
day, January 24 a t  the University of 
Alabama in Birmingham. Deadline 
for applications is November 15, 
1986. 
Alabama winners will be eligible 
to compete for $15,600 in cash 
awards offered by the National Fed- 
eration of Music Clubs. 
Additional information, applica- 
tions, and repertoire requirements 
can be obtained by writing Dr. D. 
Royce Boyer, AFMC Auditions, De- 
partment of Music, The University 
of Alabama in Huntsville, Hunts- 
ville, AL 35899, telephone 895-6463. 
We'll ~ u t  vou
l 
not 
For 
If you've uit smoking, or pledge to on 
Novem % er 20. vou can be a "star" 
in the Great fierican Smokeout's 
1 0th Anniversary Celebration. 
We're looking for "stars"-people based at the Galleria on November 
who have qui t  smoking, or pledge to 20, all stars will be eligible for prize 
on November 20. drawings and the first 2 ,000 to reply 
We want to put your name in will get "I'm A Star" buttons 
lights-on display, actually-at the Just send in the coupon,  and let us 
Riverchase Galleria in  Birmingham. know that you're a star. Your name 
The statewide Smokeout will be will be in lights on November 20. 
YES, I WANT TO BE A S M !  
Complete form and mail by November 1 4  to be eligible for prizes 
I quit smoking within the last 1 0  years 
I pledge to stop smoking for the entire day November 20,1986 
NAME 
~Plearc Prlntl 
ADDRESS 
ZIP 
the 
great 
american 
smokeout 
i MAILTO: American Cancer Society Public Information Dept. 
I 402 Office Park Drive Suite 300 Birm~ngham, AL 35223 
. . .  - . .  
- * * , "  -*-~s-- - * -  ~ - - .  3 - ~ L . 2 L - 7 A 2 2 * ~ L ~ - . - z - A  , 
. . - . .  . , .  - " * .  - - -  
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Summer intern learns on-the-job experience 
Center (continued From Page 2) 
the U. S. Dept. of Commerce. formation and knowledge to com- 
NAMTAC is composed largely of muni t i es  and bus inesses  in 
university-affiliated centers that furtherance of economic develop- 
help transfer academic-based in- ment. 
car won't start? I 
I We make service calls! I ( 24 hour Wrecker Service. I 
All types of auto repairs. 
Call Kilgore's Service Center 
105 Tarver St. 
POLICE 
ACADEMY 
I11 
I Wednesday, November 12,1986 ( 
I Time: 7:00 & 9:30 Theron Montgomery Building I I $1.00 Admission 1 
I I.D. Required I 
McKeever receives certificate of appreciation. 
Donald hlcKeever (center) is presented a Buddy Harris for his accomplishments during his 
certificate of appreciation by FLETC director Charles internship there. 
F. Rinkevich (right), and internship coordinator 
Try This New 
College Center 
Jacksonville Experience 
435-1818 
Experience something 
New 
Reg. 
Price Side Orders: 
...................... Egg Roll 7 5 -  65 French Fries 
Fried Chicken Wings P PCS.) ... .99 - .79 .59 
Teriyaki Chicken Kabob 1.79 - 1.49 Subgum Rice With Subgum Rice .............. 
Teriyaki Beef Kabob .69 - .49 
With Subgum Rice .............. 1.79 - 1.49 Soft Drinks 16 oz. 
Pork Loin & Subgum Rice .1.99 
r---------------------- 
.69 
1 
I Extra Value Coupon I 
I I Come enjoyfine food, 
I 10%OFF 1 spirits & sports. I 
I I 
I Any Item On Menu. I "We would like t o  be  I ~ e d n e s d a ~  - Saturday I your faooriteplace t o  dine' 
I '  I 
I ONLY! coupon Expires: 11/8/86 
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Elaina Riley 
Queen aims for unity 
By MIKE DOUGLASS 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Well, it is all over. Homecoming 
1986 is now a memory. School spirit 
soared as the festivities reached a 
fever pitch. The tension mounted as 
the whole campus waited for the 
announcement of the homecoming 
queen. When all the votes were 
counted. Elaina Riley was selected 
as the winner, making her the third 
black homecoming queen in Univer- 
sity history. 
The road to her homecoming vic- 
tory began with a victory'in Alpha 
Phi Alpha's Miss Black and Gold 
pageant. She later went on to repre- 
sent Alpha Phi Alpha in the Afro- 
representing the Blacks. I'm repre- 
senting JSU. Get to know me; give 
me a chance," she said. 
Riley feels that the key to achiev- 
ing her goals has been her belief in 
God and in herself. 
' < I  may not be perfect, but I 
strive to be the best. I feel that if 
you believe in yourself, set goals in 
life and never turn back, then you'll 
always be the best," she said. 
One of Riley's main goals as  
homecoming queen is to help unify 
JSU students. 
"Somebody has to make the 
first move. We've got to meet each 
other half way. If I can help to do 
that in any way, then I want to,"she 
said. 
Chris Miller Photo 
Students donate blood in TMB. 
I Blood drive provides 'gift of life' 
By CYNDI OWENS ' Chanticleer Staff Writer 
The ICC Blood Drive, held Octo- 
ber 28-29, collected a total of 343 I pints of blood, which were donated 
to t11e.Red Cross. "I would like to 
congratulate the R.O.T.C. Depart- 
ment for being the winner of the 
award for the most pints donated. I 
would also like to thank all of the 
clubs who helped work the  
drive,"Ruddy Spradley, ICC chair- 
man, said. 
The clubs involved in the drive 
were: Sigma Tau Delta, Phi Eta 
Sigma, Chanticleer, Circle K, Afro 
American Association, Kappa 
Alpha, Archaeology Club, Computer 
Science Club, Alpha Phi Omega, 
Student Accounting Association, Phi 
Beta Lambda. Gymkanna, Student 
Dietetics and Food Service, Phi Mu 
Alpha, Alpha Kappa Alpha. and the 
SGA. 
The ICC also wishes to thank 
SAGA Food Services for,providing 
refreshments for workers and 
donors. 
Sociology Club travels to Atlanta 
By CYNDI OWENS 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Several members of the Sociology Club traveled to 
Atlanta on October 29 to examine life in a big city. 
"We had 31 people go, and they seemed to enjoy 
themselves. We have a trip like this once per 
semester," Harry Gulledge, vice president of the 
sociology club, said. 
The members left Brewer Hall a t  6:30 a.m. and 
visited Atlanta's "Carter Library." They then went to 
a restaurant called "Little 5 Points," which is a 
throwback to the Sixties. Later, the group traveled to 
a Unitarian Church and met with members of "Atlan- 
ta Couples Together," which is a monogamous gay 
and lesbian couple support group. 
From there, the club went to Georgia State Univer- 
sity, where they met Delores French, the president of 
Hooking Is Real Employment (HIRE). 
"She enlightened us about problems that hookers. 
face. Her husband was there, and he totally approves 
of her work. He said her work is no worse than a 
gynecologist or urologist would do," Gulledge said. 
According to Gulledge, not only is French the 
president of HIRE, she is also an active hooker. 
The group ended the day by shopping and dining in 
Lenox Square. 
For more information about the sociology club, 
contact the Sociology Department a t  extension 4333. 
~ r n e r i d a n  ~ssoc ;a t lon ' s  "MISS 
AAA" Pageant Her victory there 
propelled her Into the race for 
homecoming queen Tucker Transient Company A New Bus/l.ine Company has 
Rlley said that she was happy BusesIVans for  your convenience. 
very to have been chosen to repre- 
sent AAA In the homecoming queen BUS LINE Need a ride home for the Thanksgiving or Christmas 
election COMPANY break? We will pick you up at the College & take you 
"I'm so proud of AAA Wlth AAA, 
Black students have a voice," she 
directly to your home. 
s a ~ d  
Accord~ng to Rlley, her vlctory TRANSIENT * * carries a great deal of responsi- 
blllty 
'ITC will take you to the Mall or anywhere else in Cal- 
"I feel 11ke a leader A lot of 
people have come up to me and Call For houn County for 2 dollars. 
asked for my help It makes me feel Reservations: 
good, I've been helped and now I'm We Can Take You 
ready to help," she said 
Although most of the student body Anywhere In The USA 
has been very supportive, there are  
some students who feel that she wlll 
not represent the entlre student 
body because she IS black, Rlley 
sald 
"They're judglng me and they 
don't even know me I'm not just 
W esley fi'oundatlon members display 
their winning float during Homecoming parade 
Cocky kidnapped, ransom demanded 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
"Cocky is missing, call the police! ' -- Kathy Hymer 
No, JSU's famed mascot is not missing. But the 
Wesley Foundation's own version of Cocky, an eight- 
foot tall paper bird that has been an integral part of 
their homecoming flo_at success (they have won the 
float competition four years in a row), did disappear 
mysteriously last week, members said. 
After winning the float competition on Oct. 25, the 
Wesley Foundation locked their chicken inside the old 
city fire station, located beside the Jacksonville City 
Police Department. The next day, Wesley members 
discovered that their bird was gone. 
"Our first reaction was to call the police. Then we 
received a ransom note last Wednesday, dealing with 
our canned food drive, and decided not to get them 
involved," Kathy Hymer, student president of the 
Wesley Foundation, said. 
The ransom note, Hymer stated, said: "If you ever 
want to see your bird again (alive that is) ,  you must 
collect 700 cans of food by Nov. 13." 
Hymer said that members of the Wesley House are  
heartbroken by the loss of Cocky, but remain hopeful 
that they will see him again on Nov. 13. 
"Our only problem is collecting the 700 cans of food. 
We don't know who is behind the kidnapping. We only 
ask for them to not harm Cocky and to return him 
when they get their ransom," Hymer said. 
Other members of the Wesley Foundation expressed 
similar concerns. 
"Cocky has a lot of sentimental value to us," Velva 
Dobyns and Sid Andrews both agreed. 
"We hope that they (the kidnappers) are  taking 
good care of him. I'd also like to ask the University to 
please help us raise the ransom," Victoria Beck said. 
Beck described Cocky as a red and white chicken 
approximately eight feet tall, with a wingspan of 
about seven feet. 
"If you have any leads to the whereabouts of Cocky 
, or if you would like to donate canned food, call the 
Wesley Foundation at  435-2208, or come visit the 
Wesley House, located across from the post office," 
Hymer said. 
Mimosa Portraits 
fhUp for the MIbfOsA Beta Beta, Kappa Delta Epsilon, November 18, 1986 
will be made on Monday, November Sigma Theta Tau, Campus BCM, Phi Eta Sigma, Mimosa, 
17 rnd November 18 on the 3rd floor Outreach, Nurses Christian Athletic Hosesses, ROTC Sponsor 
d TMB between 6:SO p.m. and 9:00 Fellowship, Wesley Foundation, Corps, Rangers, Scabbard and 
pSL Pkaw ahow Up On the date Lambda Ro Tau Epsilon, Theta Blade, Council for Exceptional 
pp.dubirrll~ted. S i p ,  Psychology Club, Student Children, NEAAYC, Society for 
November 17, EM6 D~etetics - Food Service Deaf Awareness, Young 
IFC, Panhellenic Co*, SGA Association, Student Press, Student Democrats, College Republicans, 
Senate, 1% Cinematic Arts Accounting Club, Lambda Alpha Faculty Scholars, Phi Mu Alpha, Phi 
Council, V J S ,  AAA, Nigerian Epsilon, American Society for Beta Lambda, Gymkanna, Physical 
Student Umon, Soaety. for Creative Person ne 1 Ad m i ni s t r a t i on, Education Club, Law Club, Ar- 
Anachronism, Art G d ,  CImicron Geography Club, Home Economics chaeology Club, Sociology Club, 
Delta Kappa, Sigma Tau Delta, Beta and Student Nurses. (See MIMOSA, Page 8) 
how it will be changed yet," McGee 
said. 
He hopes to reduce teaching loads 
to 12 hours. 
"The typical load here is 15 
hours; we'd like to change that," 
McGee said. 
For the present, he said, there 
will be no new appointments. "This 
is because of the state proration. 
We'll be using more adjunt faculty 
and part-time employees to replace 
full-time faculty that we lose," 
McGee said. 
He will take a look a t  summer 
teaching loads. 
OQI'll be looking closely a t  how 
(Cmtlnued From Page 2). 
the summer sessions are carried out 
- what courses are  taught and when, 
the teaching loads, and so on," 
McGee said. 
He will evaluate methods to re- 
duce the student drop-out rate. 
"We have a task force that is 
examining our drop-out rate. We're 
trying to determine why students 
are  dropping out and what we can do 
to prevent this. We'd like every 
student who comes to our Univer- 
sity to graduate," McGee said. 
He wants the library to be an 
academic center. 
"I want it to be used more for 
instructional and continuing educa- 
tional programs, and student ac- 
tivities. I'd like for students to use it 
more often. We'll also evaluate the 
number of hours it is open to the 
students," McGee said. 
BIHe stated that there would no 
longer be across-the-board raises. 
Instead, rank raises will be de- 
veloped. 
"We'll develop a procedure for 
promotion and salary increases 
based on evaluation. The method of 
evaluation is under study now by the 
various colleges and departments. 
All the colleges will have a revised 
evaluating system in place by the 
spring semester," McGee said. 
u 
won't get it out 
PO$ system. 
In the I)eginning, hinging and purging hc.t~rnt~tl 
like an easy way to control your weight. 
Now, it's controlling your whole life. 
Because bulimia isn't a miracle diet. 
Itk a dangerous disease. 
A potentially fatal o1)session that consurues your 
mind while it destroys your hdy. 
And no matter how many times you tell yourself 
you can stop, that this time is the last time, the truth is: 
you can't quit alone. 
But there is a place where you're not alone.' 
The Eating Diwrders Program. 
Our medical staff and counselors have helped 
hundreds of women suffering from t~ulimia, so we know 
what you're p i n g  through. And we can help you end 
your physical and mental pain through a confidential, 
medically supervised inpatient program. 
If you or someone you love has a problem with 
bulimia,anorexia or overeating, call the Eating Disorders 
Program. 
Because throwing up all that food you're 
consuming won't help. 
You need care and understanding to eliminate 
the helpless feeling that's consuming you. 
EATING DISORDERS PROGRAM 
ST VINCENT'S MEDICAL CENTER 
JACKSONVILLE 
O 1985 Comprehenllve Care CWP 
Vicky Wallace Scott Boozer 
Editor-in-Chief Advertising Manager 
Susan Smith, Secretary-Typist 
Section Editors: 
should have the right to decide who the Democratic 
drinking and women, instead of on the truly important After Baxley was selected a s  the Democratic 
issue - his own qualifications. Then, Baxley's tax nominee, the Republican nominee followed the same 
returns became an important factor in the election. trail as  Graddick. He focused more on thebad state of 
Editor-in-Chief But, were these the most important issues concerning the Democratic party and Baxley's personal past than 
the state of Alabama? he did on state issues. As for Baxley, he focused on 
What about the terrible economic situation in the Hunt's past tax returns. 
state? An article in last week's Anniston Star pointed What have Alabamians gained from this election? 
out the fact that Alabama ranks in the bottom ten Do they really have a clear understanding of where 
states in the nation in terms of average personal the candidates stand on state issues? No, the majority 
income. Alabama has one of the nation's highest levels do not. Several people are  fed up with the election, and 
of unemployment, and the state educational system are just relieved that it is finally over. 
has really fallen upon hard times. Each of the Will Alabama be able to move on and put this bad 
candidates mentioned these issues. But education, election experience behind them? Only time will tell. 
unemployment and the state of the poor seemed to Hopefully, Alabamians will not allow the governor 
take a back seat to the candidates' personal charac- squabble to cause them to get a bad picture of the 
ters in this election. Democratic party. 
One of the biggest controversies that arose in this It is time for Alabama to move on toward solving 
election was that involving Charlie Graddick's un- the problems that exist in the state. We should not 
precedented removal from his position as  the Demo- dwell on the past mistakes that have occurred, but 
cratic nominee, following a decision by a federal learn from them. By working together, whether we 
court. Alabama politics (especially the Democratic a re  Democrats or Republicans, we can make Alab~ma 
party) will find it particularly hard for the voting a better state. 
editor's column 
Chanticleer on October 30th. 
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Campus Outreach ministers to students 
By MARL0 GEORGE 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Campus Outreach is a non- 
denominational Christian organiza- 
tion with a vision - witnessing to 
college students about Jesus Christ. 
Waymond Prater. a "lone staff" 
for the JSU Campus Outreach Min- 
istry, is aided by volunteer student 
director Sam Dennis and Katherine 
(Kit) Goodwhin who works with the 
ladies in the program. 
Campus Outreach, which started 
a t  J.S.U. a year ago, is a "non- 
denominational Christian Ministry. 
whose basic goal on campus is to 
know God and help make him 
known," said Prater. 
The original Campus Outreach 
was founded by a Presbyterian 
church in Birmingham eight years 
ago. From there, the program 
spread to nine small campuses in 
Alabama and two in Georgia.. 
"We're slowly expanding, but 
rapidly growing. We don't want to 
grow too quickly because we'll be 
understaffed. Campus Outreach 
wants to plant a firm foundation and 
spread outward. The group's main 
growth in the future years will be in 
Georgia," Prater said. 
The reason the group chooses 
small campuses is because they 
have been neglected by other non- 
denominational Christian organiza- 
tions in the past, and because of the 
"greenhouse effect. " 
According to Prater, there are  
several nondenominational groups 
that have very good programs, but 
unfortunately these groups usually 
"skip over the small campuses." 
Though there'are fewer people here, 
they can reach more students be- 
cause of this centralization. He said 
they have approximately 100 people 
attend the meetings whereas the 
same meeting at  Auburn or Ala- 
bama would only attract approx- 
ROTC st1 
imately 50. "We've seen it and 
we're committed to stay at  the 
small schools," Prater said. 
He said to his knowledge, Campus 
Outreach is the only nondenomina- 
tional program on campus. 
We're not here to compete with 
the BCM or Wesley. We're all com- 
peting on the same team - Jesus 
Christ's," he added. 
Prater said he thinks the only 
thing that separates Campus Out- 
reach from the others is their 
strategy, but is totally supportive of 
other campus ministries. 
"Usually we don't have regularly 
scheduled weekly meetings, but for 
the rest of the semester that is 
exactly what we plan to do. The 
meetings are 8:30 every Wednesday 
night a t  the cafeteria. The cafeteria 
is a good place because of it 's 
central location, and the lights at- 
tract people walking by." Prater 
said. 
He' said they average 85-90 each 
meeting. The time and place of each 
meeting is regularly advertised by 
banners at  the cafeteria, and on the 
radio. 
The meetings are basically Bible 
trainine and studv. Thev have mu- - 
sic, skits, fellowship and often spon- 
sor special speakers on various Students enjoy fellowship at Campus Outreach Bible study. 
biblical topics. These speakers are 
often caGpus outreach staff from 
different universities. In addition, 
the director, who is stationed in 
Birmingham, makes occassional 
visits. 
In the past, guest speakers have 
included John Croyle from the Big 
Oak Boy's Ranch in Gadsden and 
comedian Tom Owens from the 
King's Ranch and Russ Levenson 
One special event planned for this 
fall is a Christmas conference in- 
volving students from outreach pro- 
grams across the Southeast. The 
retreat will be held in Gatlinberg, 
Tennessee. It  will last from Decem- 
ber 26-31, and cost $85 per person. 
Prater urges students interested 
in attending to sign up a s  soon as  
possible. A total of 700 students are  
expected to attend the conference 
and places will fill up quickly. He 
said it will be a great chance to 
meet and fellowship with other 
Christian people. 
"We'll give the first 50 who sign 
up a Campus Outreach T-shirt as  
added incentive," Prater said. 
Also on the agenda is a possible 
outreach retreat sometime in Feb- 
ruary for outreach students here on 
campus. 
During this past summer, 22 JSU 
students participated in a beach 
project in Panama City, Fl., or- 
ganized by Campus Outreach. These 
students worked full time jobs as 
well as  going to teaching meetings 
in the evening. In addition to this, 
the students witnessed to people on 
the beach. 
Prater said this program was for 
people who really wanted to "go 
deep into their Christian'walk." 
"Our main thrust is to go out and 
meet the students where they are. 
We have members from just about 
all the Greek organizations, not to 
mention the football and baseball 
teams. I t  is our desire to show that 
if is possible to be a college student, 
or in a fraternity or sorority and 
still be a Christian," Prater said. 
ldent peddles talent in strenuous cycles 
Porzucek 
Notice 
Ron and Ann Surace will present a program of music for two pianos 
on Thursday, Nwernber 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Mason Hall Performance 
Center on the Jacksonville State University Campus. The recital wi l l  
include a Clernenti Sonata for Two Pianos, Rhapsody in Blue by George 
Gerswhin, Ballet Music from Stravinsky's "Petrouchka", and 
Music for A New Age," an original composition by Ron Surace. 
Surace was recently selected from a field of 26 composers to receive a 
$1,000 stipend from the National Endowment for Arts to compose an 
origiil composition to be performed and recorded at the 1987 Athens, 
Georgia Jazz Festival. The Suraces are both teaching in the music 
department at JSU. Admission is free. 
What does it take to ride a bicycle 
349 miles through pouring rain? 
Whatever it is, Jim Porzucek has it. 
Jim Porzucek possesses the self- 
motivation, discipline, and physical 
endurance necessary to successfully 
complete such a task. Supportcd 
only by his special friend, Lori 
Blankenship, and! mechanic, Dale 
Beudoin, Porzucek chose to take on 
a personal challenge. 
Under the sponsorship of the Ala- 
bama Chapter of Mothers Against 
Drunk Drivers (MADD), and the 
Jacksonville State ROTC Depart- 
ment, Porzucek spent the weekend 
of the 11th and 12th of October 
riding his Schwinn bicycle from 
Huntsville to Mobile. His efforts 
- 
were directed a t  raising funds for 
MADD to be used to aid victims of 
drunk drivers and public education 
concerning the problem. 
The original plan was to complete 
the estimated 300 mile trip in 24 
hours - the equivalent of three non- 
stop marathons. However, there 
was an error in calculating the 
distance. Consequently, Porzucek 
travelled 349 miles in 27 hours, 30 
minutes. In addition, the final five 
hours were cycled in drenching rain 
and strong winds. 
The 27-year-old graduate student 
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is 
studying public administration and 
military science. Porzucek has been 
riding competitively for ten years 
and began touring at  age 18. In the 
last four years, he has completed 
two Pennsylvania triatholons and 
other marathons. 
To Porzucek, marathon biking is 
"...a game of strength and en- 
durance ... I enjoy the challenge and 
competition that biking presents," 
he said. 
Although heavily involved in 
Army Reserve Officers' Training, 
biking, and other extracurricular 
activities, Porzucek maintains a 
2.70 GPA in his graduate studies. 
Known by his instructors and 
peers a s  an excellent scholar, mili- 
tary student, and athlete, Porzucek 
's leaders hi^. dedication to his be- . - --  Language (Continued From Page 7) l i e f ~  and perseverance, has been 
termed a s  exemplary. 
I guess I'll just have to take either French or German here through 
any electives I might have left or takg, the needed classes after 
graduation if I decide to attend graduate school. (Delaying gradu- 
ation because of this oversight is out of the question.) 
English majors please learn from my experience: Don't take even 
the catalog for granted. Talk to your advisors'and your department 
head about your major and your future plans. This advise is directed 
to students majoring in chemistry, physics, history,and communica- 
tions. Find out before it's too late if you should be taking a specific 
language for your field, because it doesn't tell you in the catalog.It's 
better to have it and not have it. than to need it and not have it. 
Mimosa 
(CollUnned From Page 6) 
Mathematics Club, computer 
Science Club, Engineering Club, 
Writers Club, Beta Sigma, SAM, 
Alpha Phi Omega, Circle K,  
Masonic Order, Sigma Delta Chi and 
the Chanticleer. 
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Dorm director D U ~ S  talents to work at Sparkman 
BY MARLO GEORGE 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Editor's note: This feature article 
on Marzell Lasseter is the first of a 
series of articles focusing on dorm 
directors at  JSU.) 
Serving a s  dorm director of Ivo 
Sparkman Hall for the past four 
years, Marzell Lasseter is a person 
who has learned a lot from a variety 
of students and encountered many 
interesting situations, which she 
said now come a s  no surprise nor do 
they often catch her off guard. 
As a Gadsden native, she holds an 
associate degree in mental health 
technology from Gadsden State as  
well as  a bachelor's degree in soci- 
ology and psychology from JSU. She 
earned her master's degree in soci- 
ology from the University of Ala- 
bama, Gadsden chapter. 
Currently, she is working toward 
her master's in counseling and gui- 
dance. She lacks only 20 hours to 
complete the degree. 
Lasseter said all of her educa- 
tional background helps her in the 
ing staff headed by Dr. Claudia 
McDade. 
Some of the things Lasseter likes 
the most about her job are  planning 
and organizing programs, super- 
vising workers, and working in a 
professional environment. 
Lasster dislikes the long, ir- 
regular hours and the lack of time 
she can spend away from the dorm. 
She also misses contact with other 
adults. 
"The girls are  great, but some- 
times I miss adult fellowship," she 
said. 
In her spare time, Lasseter reads 
quite extensively. Her favorite 
works are biographies. 
Lasseter also keeps busy with 
church work a t  the First Baptist 
Church of Jacksonville, where she 
teaches a 7th grade Sunday school 
class. 
She also teaches exercise classes 
a t  Sparkman three nights a week, 
and keeps herself fit playing tennis. 
One of the most difficult things 
for Lasseter to accept a s  an im- 
work she takes a delight in the most possibility is learning every girl's CHRIS MILLER PHOTO 
- counseling. ~t was this aspect of name. Lasseter fulfills her duties at Sparkman. 
the job that inspired her to take the "We have over 300 girls here. So 
position of dorm director. many leave each semester and new 
"MY m a s t e r ' s  degree  will ones come in. It's just impossible to chine and more lighting outside the mandatory courses in communica- dorm director a re  the times male 
enhance my work with the students learn all their names, although dorm," Lasseter commented. tion skills. She explained that visitors have been found hiding un- 
here. I'd like to do more counsel- that's something I'd really like to be She said she would also like to courses in communication skills der beds after visiting hours. 
ing," Lasseter said. able to do,"she said. specialize floor assignments by might help eliminate misunderstan- "College males a re  really funny 
She is disappointed in the fact She said she has several ideas on placing girls with the same class dings and breakdowns in com- in a Way ... seeing people that age 
that there is not a greater demand changes that would benefit the dorm ranking or major on the same floor. munication which a re  a major prob- who a r e  supposed to be adults hiding 
for counseling in her job, but she and its residents. She thinks it would be a good idea to lems. under beds. Some college students 
compensates for this by volun- "I would have a television room present various programs on health Lasseter said the funniest memo- a re  not a s  mature a s  we sometimes 
and safety to the girls, a s  well a s  ries she can recall since becoming think they are,"lasseter concluded. 
Fancy name for rooster 
By WENDY PEACOCK 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
The Chanticleer. Where did such a name for a college newspaper come 
Many students on this campus may have asked themselves that very 
question but never asked anyone the history behind the name. 
When first founded, JSU was a teacher's college. At that time, the 
student newspaper was called the TEACOLA. This word was derived 
from combining the words teacher and college. 
In 1957, the school's name was changed to Jacksonville State College. 
The newspaper became known a s  the COLLEGIAN in honor of the 
Then, in 1966, Jacksonville State College became Jacksonville State 
University. A name change was also thought necessary for the 
COLLEGIAN. A contest was held by the newspaper staff to find a new 
The name chosen a s  the winner was the name Chanticleer. The name 
was taken from Geoffrey Chaucer's "The Canterbury Tales". Chan- 
ticleer was the nominal hero of the Nun's Priest's tale, a fowl of courtly 
bearing, profound learning and superior crowing. This name was thought 
to be quite befitting the paper covering the news in "Gamecock" 
Catholic Archbishop Oscar Lip- "While it is true, that utility September. NOW the proposed PIP 
scomb, the Alabama Democratic companies have plans to address plan works like a payment plan. 
Conference, Birmingham may or need, we know that these When a family's income rises above 
Richard kington and both can- measures are not adequate. After the q-ing line, there is a 
didates for Place 2 on the Public studying a number of possible I'epayment plan which encourages 
Service Commission have joined the programs, the  lab- Utilities responsibility for debts which have 
growing list of well-known sup  Coalition has. determined that the accumulated, but, does not 
porters of a plan to help the poor Percentage of Income plan is the discourage the climb from poverty. 
with high utility bii. most humane and costeffective me hearing will take place -in 
~h~ Public Service ammission plan to address such a serious. need Montgomery at the PSC hearing 
' (PSC) hearing on a Percentage of in this state," said room, 1 Nuwe. m e  Coalition 
Income Plan to reduce utilities m t s  
mghsm. 
Horn of anticipates that completing their 
witnesses' testimony and cross- for 'owincome customers resumed 
m e  PIP requires families whose a-ation sill take about, three onWednda~,0ctober2$ at loam. incomes are 150 percent of federal days, and the utilities will present The hearing began in September poverty level or lowr to pay 12 their 
1 -800-292-81 27 
serving Faculty, staff, Students, & 
Every Member of Your Family. 
SERVICES INCLUDE: 
Free Checking In-state WATS Line 
Savings Open End Loans 
Certificates of Deposit 
on Novembn. 12, 13, 
VISA Credit Cards 
with two days of testimony by percent of their income for gas and IRA Accounts - Fast Service 
witnesses in favor of the program. electric utility service. This is three 
The PIP program under con- times the percentage paid by the 
sideration by the PSC is based on average household but, much less 
similar successful, programs in than the 75 percent of income that ANNISTON BIRMINGHAM 
other states. PIP has only cost many poor families now pay. 1 1 15 Christine Awnue 2106 6th Am. No., P.O. Box 10407 
customers in Ohio around 30 cents a In order to meet the utility Annbton. AL 38201 Birmingham, M 35202 
month and has dramatically .companies9 objections to the plan, 8 am. to 5 p.m., Mm.-Fri. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Mom-Fri. 
reduced the number of cutoffs. the Coalition revised its proposal in Phone 236-1260 Phone 325-WX! 
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***Camt>us Life/Entertainment*** 
SGA brings Cheap Trick to entertain campus 
By C.A. ABERNATHY 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Pete Mathews Coliseum was the 
sight of one of the biggest parties of 
the year, as Cheap Trick came to 
JSU, sponsored by the Student Gov- 
ernment Association. The home- 
coming concert Thursday night, 
Oct. 23, before homecoming saw the 
coliseum floor covered with several 
thousand people dancing, singing, 
waving their hands and screaming 
with excitement throughout the 
show. 
Bad Boys kicked off the evening 
with their own scorching originals. 
During the opening set, such songs 
a s  "Girl on the Run," "Run from 
Yourself," "You Know I love You" 
and "She's Just  Too Cool" enter- 
tained the ever-growing audience. 
One song that stood out for its 
bouncy beat, sexy lyrics and humor 
was "Bigger Than My Brain." This 
left the crowd prepared for the main 
band, Cheap Trick. 
Between sets, the Rangers mo- 
tioned for the crowd not to push on 
the makeshift barricade. "We don't 
want anyone to get hurt," came a 
voice from the stage microphone. 
The audience obliged by dancing in 
one place, very well-Qehaved, but 
still enjoying a great show. 
"Well, well, well. Looks like par- 
ty time," said Rick Neilson, a s  the 
lights went down for the main event. 
He was constantly switching from 
one guitar to another. At last count 
he had used a dozen different six- 
string creations. 
"You don't mind if we play a new 
song, do you?" led into "Kiss Me 
Red" from their newest album, The 
Doctor. Robin Zander's voice came 
across strong throughout the show. 
He let Neilson be spokesman be- 
tween songs. The audience loved the 
antics and showmanship of the 
whole band. Many old favorites like 
"Ain't That a Shame" and "Dream 
Police" satisfied the eager crowd. 
An added ingredient was guitar 
picks being thrown from the stage. 
After nearly an  hour and a half, 
the crowd refused to leave. 
"No, we won't go," they 
chanted. Clapping hands and cheers 
brought the band back for an encore 
of "Surrender." Rick's wildest 
guitar of all was brought out for 
this. The guitar was built with five 
necks and each one was played 
during some part of the song. 
The sound production for the show 
was handled by Turn of the Century 
Production. It 's crew of four a re  - 
Dave  C r a m e r , p r e s i d e n t :  R ich  
Cramer,  monitor engineer; light- 
ing. designer and engineer. Race 
Car;  lighting engineer, Mark Rose. 
These professionals were in charge 
of the overall equipment for the 
band. Their night was spent break- 
ing down and loading the trucks for 
the next 'gig.' 
A special note: The Rangers did a 
great job in helping on security and 
loading the equipment. 
Cheap Trick 
i 
KLASS plays for homecoming guests at Pi Kapp house 
By C. A. Abernathy 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
student Accounting competition. Kappa Alpha Psi Hyatt who arranged the entire pag- big success and gave the residents Delta Zeta is proud to announce cant and brother Virgie Braxton an opportunity to get outside of their Associati611 the initiation of Melanie Patterson Last Tuesday night, October 28, who the talent portion. rooms and enjoy each dher 's  com- 
The Student Accounting Associa- and Jennifer Parris on Sunday, Oc- the brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi me judges were hes ton  E. B ~ -  pany. 
tion is holding their Alumni Banquet tober 26. hosted their 2nd annual Miss Kappa ,.hano,,- s ta te  T ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  Anthony At 5:30 last Thursday, the Phi OII October 29, Delta Zeta and Alpha Psi pageant. Approximately jones, photographer Georgia L.  us dressed up for their annual November On the lnd floor Of TMB Delta Chi got together for an Almost 400 s ~ w h t o n  gathered a t  L e a  
~ ~ l l ~ ,  a Jacksonvill~ ~ i ~ h  a h m l  Halloween p r t y  a t  Katz for all from 7-8 p.m. A reception will be 
held from 6-7 p.m. preceding the New Year's party complete with Cole Auditorium to watch the seven instructor; *lijah 1. slaughter, a members and big brothers. Among 
banquet, The guest speaker is streamers, confetti, noise makers contestants compete for the title. Jacksonville High school instme- the costumed people, Tom Gauldin 
Barbara S. Schmohl, president of and party hats' The were Alice tor; and Angela Boyde, JSU stu- came dressed a s  Tom Cruise, Frank 
the Alabama Society of Certified Zeta Tau Alpha Michelle Mobley, Zendra R a e  dent, Arnold came dressed a s  Elmer Martin, Tabatha Embry, Masham Kappa ~ l ~ b  psi would like to Fudd, Kristi "Eddie" Ramsey 
account ants^ She is a Zeta is proud of Vonda Barbour Martin. Veronica Wood. and Jenifer thaA the patrons and came dressed a s  Munster aid shareholder with the firm of Wiik, who was selected 2nd alternate Burrows. 
Reiner. The cost of the banquet is 
~~~~~~i~~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the spectators for their support and Julie Bolton came d r e w d  a s  a The twin masters the pageant look forward to their continued s u p  Christmas Tree and had to be a to members and $lo for Zeta had a great showing andwon were Dave Ellison and Grenard 
, port, wallflower all night to stay next to guests. accounting students, fat- the cash prize for the organization Smith. The program consisted of the socket her lights were phgg?d 
'lty and are invited to at- with the most people a t  Dr. several competitive events includ- Phi MU 
tend. For more information, contact McGee,s inauguration. ing swimsuit, talent and evening The sisters of Phi Mu and the 
into' 
assistant pro- Zeta won the Panhellenic Penny gown competition. brothers of Delta Chi a r e  having Next weekend is Phi MU'S annial fessor of accounting. Drop with $108. The money will be The 2nd alternate was Alice their first annual Cowboys and Indi- Farm Party. The girls and tht ir Delta Zeta donated to a charity chosen by Wright, 1st alternate was Veronica ans mixer tonight a t  the house. dates will go on a hay ride frcm 
Recently, Delta Zeta held big Panhellenic. Wood, and the new Miss Kappa Last Tuesday night the Phi Mus Sparkman to Sunny Pepper Clark's 
brother initiation. After a revealing Zeta is looking forward to a mixer Alpha Psi is Tabitha Embry. 
held their chapter development a t  fa, in Jacksonville. Big brother 
6. Next Time I Fall - 
By RICH DANIEL Survivor, Huey Lewis and the News, week's "&t what you pay for 
925 Program ~ i r e c t o r  A Bad Name - Cetera Grant The Police, Timbuk 3 (this is a album pick" would have to be the 
Tons of brand new music. First killer song), Kansas, and the Miami new Boston album "Third Stage" 7. Take Me Home 
Bad Name" pulling new L.P. 
8. True Blue - Ma- 
4. Amanda - Boston 9. Human - Human 
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'Dundee' leaves other movies with seats to spare 
'Crocodile Dundee' 
Information secrets 
Librarian answers students' suggestio 
-- 
By Audrp Alexander ing; faith healing; ghost stories; al for the David Letterman show. 
For thase of you interested in just hide tanning; water systems; toys AS for your suggestion, we now 
plain living, the newest volume of and games; and other affairs of just have typewriters in the library for 
the Foxfire series in on order in the plain living. student use. We have three in the 
library and currently available in Here is a story told by the grand- back microfilm room on the 5th 
bookstores. In Rabun County. Geor- son of a legendary horse and buggy floor. TWO are electric: one is man- 
gia, about twenty years ago, a group doctor. He remembers his mother ual. please bring your own typing 
of students and their teacher began telling about the doctor coming supplies. AS long as funds permit, 
collecting stories about life in the home from work late at  night when we will supply the ribbons. 
Southern Appalachian Mountains. it was cold and rainy. "His feet Maintenance has been notified 
The project was designed to,teach would be frozen to the stirrups and regarding the water fountains and 
the students grammar and writing he couldn't get off. He'd ride up the cold temperatures in the build- 
skills as well as  kindle their interest right in front of the house and she ing, and we hope to have both 
in preserving their heritage. The would take a kettle of water out and problems solved soon. 
students dragged a reel-to-reel tape pour on his shoes to loosen them so Regarding requests for more and 
machine from one interview to an- he could get them out of the stir- better copy machines, benches un- 
other, snapped and developed their rups. If he was lucky, he got two der the shelves or on the library 
own pictures, and published the dollars for that call. wherever it grounds, and a break area with 
results in a student magazine called was." drink machines, we hope to act on 
Foxfire. The suggestion box that was these when funds become available. 
It has been very successful-both placed in the library lobby last The 12th floor deck is dpen every 
critically and commercially. The month has elicited many interesting Wednesday from 2-4 p.m. 
latest volume, Foxfire 9, is as di- and colorful suggestions. Some we Several of you have requested 
verse as  its predecessors. The books have acted upon; some are under longer hours on Saturday. It is under 
deal with topics such as  hog dress- study; and some were good materi- consideration. but may be a prob- 
Shadow program casts job roles 
By GROVER KITCHENS 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
It is what one would call on-the- 
job experience with the purpose of 
creating a positive interaction be- 
tween the local community and uni- 
versity students. Sponsored by the 
Society for the Advancement of 
Management (SAM), the Shadow 
program gives students a first hand 
look at their fields of study by 
visiting businesses and spending 
part of a day with a person in that 
business. 
Local businesses involved in- 
clude: Wal-Mart, A.G. Edwards, 
Magic Chef, Chalkline, Jacksonville 
State Bank, and several others. 
A variety of majors a re  offered 
from these businesses such as  man- 
agement, finance, food service, ac- 
counting, and marketing, David 
McAlister, president of SAM, said. 
" It is important for the student to 
see if they are choosing the right 
field of study. By seeing the daily 
routine of these businesses, they can 
find the best field in which to 
work,"McAlister said. 
Lisa McElroy. an accounting ma- 
jor minoring in computer informa- 
tion systems and management who 
participated in the SAM Shadow 
Program, was given the opportunity 
to visit Jacksonville State Bank. 
She was given tour of Jack- 
sonville State Bank where she was 
shown every department in the bank 
by first vice president Elaine Glass. 
Glass showed McElroy how the 
bank worked behind the scenes and 
pointed out how different parts of 
the bank related to her studies. 
Since her tour McElroy said she 
gained more respect for the accoun- 
ting, loan, management, and other 
departments of the bank. " When 
you visit a business you can really 
see if that's what you're interested 
in. When I left the bank I could see 
the large picture of internal control 
and cooperation within the bank. I 
feel that the Shadow Program is the 
best way to find the way into your 
future,"McElroy said. 
For anyone interested in the SAM 
Shadow Program contact SAM pres- 
ident David McAlister a t  435-8383. 
FOR SALE 
77 MG Midget: Excellent cond., 
44,650 original miles. cover is 
included. asking '2,700. Call 
Capt. Ellis at 238-4459 or 238- 
5327, after 5 pm call 820-1850. 
It is upsetting to arrive at  a movie to discover it has been sold out 
When this happens twice in a row, one wonders what a movie like 
.'Crocodile Dundee" has to offer that leaves other movies with seats to 
spare. 
The box office success of "Crocodile Dundee" can definitely be 
attributed to Australian actor Paul Hogan who stars as  Michael 
.'Crocodile" Dundee. a crocodile hunter and adventurer from the wilds 
of Australian Northern Territory. The fact that his accent might remind 
"General Hospital" viewers of Robert Scorpio and that he is just as 
handsome could be part of his charm. 
But unlike many heroes in television and film today, Dundee is a 
believable one. He is an expert with animals, a great hunter. and a 
fisherman - he is the typical outdoorsman. As a likable hero. we see 
.Dundee's admirable qualities, and at  the same time, we are exposed to 
his weaknesses. 
After surviving a crocodile attack and living to recount the tale, 
Dundee is a much sought after subject by an ambitious female reporter 
from New York. Sue Charlton (played by actress Linda Koziowshi) who 
travels to Australia to track down Dundee. 
Audiences will love Charleton because she is not the stereotype of a 
female reporter - overbearing. vicious, bossy or snobby - but in contrast 
she is ambitious. down-to-earth, sweet, independent, and smart. 
During her personal tour to the actual site of the crocodile attack with 
Dundee, the audience is shown tender moments that are not sexually 
explicit or too mushy coupled with humorous situations. What makes 
this hero different is we are able to laugh at  his behavior. but not lose our 
admiration. 
After convincing Dundee to return to New York with her, Dundee's 
adaptation to the city life is hilarious - he even has to adjust to sleeping 
on a bed among other things. 
Scenes like the one shown in the television,preview for "Crocodile 
Dundee" (where the gang member draws a knife on Dundee and 
Charleston and Charleston cries, He's got a knife, and Dundee pulls out 
a hunting knife four times larger and states a-matter-of-factly, Now 
that's a knife. ) are numerous and the laughter keeps coming. 
Besides, the movie is a comedy and a topnotch one at  that. If anyone 
is depressed and needs a spiritual lift. "Crocodile Dundee" is just what 
the doctor ordered. - Vicky Wallace 
ns lor improvement 
lem because we are understaffed 
and do not have funds to hire more 
staff a t  the present time. 
There were quite a few com- 
plaints about noise in the building. 
Any time that students or librarians 
are too loud, please feel free to 
politely ask the guilty parties to 
hold it down a bit. or you may feel 
free to move to another area of the 
building. 
Monday through Thursday nights, 
we have two Subject Specialist Li- 
brarians on duty. If you have specif- 
ic research needs, it may be helpful 
to use the library the evening the 
subject specialist for your research 
field is on duty. The areas covered 
each evening are: Monday-law and 
technology, education; Tuesday - 
social sciences and businesses, hu- 
manities; Wednesday - history and 
genealogy, literature; Thursday - 
psychology. religion< library sci- 
ence, health and sciences. 
All of the librarians are trained to 
help you with your research re- 
quests. but more indepth research 
may be conducted with specific sub- 
ject specialist librarians. 
If any of you would like to know 
where the books on hemorrhoids are 
located, they are  in the rear room of 
the building. If you are searching 
for books about honest politicians, 
try the Rare Book room. If you are 
looking for material on anorexia, do 
not go to the cookbook section. Any 
other tips that might help students 
locate certain types of materials, 
just drop them in the Suggestion 
Box in the lobby. We'll print them in 
next month's library column of The 
Chanticleer. 
CLASS OF 1987. 
The Air Force has a special program for 1987 
BSNs. If selected, you can enter active duty 
soon after graduation - without waiting for 
the results of your State Boards. To qualify, 
you must have an overall "By' average. After 
commissioning, you'll attend a fivemonth 
internship a t  a major Air Force medical fa- 
cility. It's an excellent way to prepare for 
the wide range of experiences you'll have 
serving your Guntry as an Air Force nurse 
, officer. For more information, call 
TSgt John Briggs 
(205) 838-1 1 15 
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bamecocks win lirst 
road game in two vears 
w 
BY THOMAS B A ~ E N G E R  
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
Bill Burgess's Gamecocks did something Saturday 
they have not done in almost two seasons - they won a 
road game beating Tennessee-Martin 3&20 in a Gulf 
South Conference game. 
However, the start of the game looked anything but 
mornisina. 
- 
After a 32yard kickoff return to the 44 yard line, 
quarterback Trey Sikes threw a 56-yard scoring strike to 
Antonio Perry. Ki Tok Chu missed the conversion, but 
with only 17 seconds elasped, UT-M had a 6-0 lead. 
Jax State took the ensuing kickoff and drove 68 yards 
in 10 plays for the score. Shawn Massey ran seven yards 
for the touchdown. Ashley Kay added the PAT, and t!e 
Gamecocks had a 7 4  lead with 10:31 left in the opening 
quarter. 
JSU drove 78 yards the next time it had the ball to add 
to their lead. Terry Thomas rambled 23 yards with 3:25 
remaining in the first period. After Kay's conversion, 
JSU led 14-6. 
After stopping UT-M, and forcing a punt, the 
Gamecocks again drove the length of the field. This 
drive covered 80 yards, but a touchdown did not result 
from it. After the drive stalled, Kay drilled a 23-yard 
field goal, and with 10:51 left in the half, JSU enjoyed a 
174 advantage. 
J 
Tennessee-Martin struck back as they drove 87 yards 
in 11 plays. Pacer backup quarterback Eric Eadner 
completed his only attempt of the day, a nine-yard 
scoring toss to William Mackall. The two-point con- 
version try succeeded and the JSU lead was only 2414 
with 11:53 remaining in th game. 
Then the Gamecocks salted the game away. JSU 
drove 88 yards in 14 plays as Massey took the ball in for 
the touchdown. In spite of a missed ho-point conversion 
try, the Gamecocks led by a comfortable 30-14 margin, 
with only 3:33 left in the contest. 
Tennessee-Martin was not finished, as the team drove 
78 yards for its last score with only 1:23 showing on the 
clock. 
The 30-20 win was completed, but not without a fight. 
The run and shoot is tough to stop. Well, you don't ever 
really stop it, you just hope to control it. We tried to keep 
them off the field, and our offense did a good job of that. 
We stopped their running game, and controlled their 
passing attack," Burgess said. 
JSU totaled 517 yards offense, with the majority of 
that coming on the ground. Terry Thomas led the team 
with 144 yards rushing, and Shawn Massey added 121 to 
the team's total. David Coffey completed nine of 17 
passes for 138 yards and one touchdown. Ronnie Oliver 
caught three passes for 77 yards and one score. 
Tennessee-Martin was led by quarterback Trey Sies ,  
who set three school records on the dov. Sikes com~leted 
Both sides hissed field goals before the half, and the 28 of 40 passes, for 353 yards and one 6uchdown. 
' 
score remained 174 at intermission. Jax State scored Jax State's record is now 42-1 overall, and 3-2-1 in the 
again at the :47 mark of the third period. Following a 7 4  GSC. Tennessee-Martin fell to 2-6, and 1-4 in the GSC. 
yard, ten play drive, David Coffey hit Ronnie Oliver with The Gamecocks are idle this week, but the GSC 
a 19-yard scoring pass. Kay added the PAT, and the leading Troy State Trojans travel to Jacksonville for a 
Gamecock lead swelled to 24-6. conference game on the 15th of November. 
Ciymkanna, use of gym under study 
By THOMAS BALLENGER 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
Gymkanna, a gymnastics service 
organization, is in jeopardy of the 
same fate as  the now-defunct 
gymnastics program, due to the 
high costs of insuring the activities 
of the club. 
"We are trying to expediate the 
situation. We have a task force 
looking over the matter. The real 
issue is whether or not we can insure 
the club, at a reasonable cost. As 
long as we were an NCAA sponsored 
program we had insurance. But, 
now at  the club level we don't,- 
Resident Harold McGee said. 
McGee also had a previous em- 
ployee who was paralyzed in a 
tumbling accident, so he has an 
acute awareness of the dangers of 
gymnastics. 
"Things can happen. If something 
happened then we would be liable to 
the mdividual, but.that would all be 
secondary to the loss to the in- 
dividua1,McGee said. 
Another matter that is under a 
feasibility study is a renovation of 
Stephenson Gym. We would like to 
artail the wear and tear of the 
coliseum. If we do renovate Step- 
fenson, it would be a good facility for 
intramurals or for any other student 
activities,said McGee. 
J e f f  H i l l  3 6 8 2 0 . 0 0  3  
David Coffey 3 9  8 1  82  -1 0 .0  2  2 4  
JSU TOTALS 3 9 3  1 9 4 6  1 2 9  1 8 1 7  4 . 6  2 0  4 9  
OPP TOTALS 2 9 6  1 3 4 1  1 7 3  1 1 6 8  3 . 9  1 0  5 1  
P a s s i n g  A t t .  Com. H I  Yd. TD Pct  LG 
David Coffey 2 0 8  1 1 9  7 1 4 1 3  6  5 7 2  5 1  
Pat  White 7  3  2  2 9  0  4 2 8  1 6  
Garey Waiters 1 0  0  0  0  0 0 0 2  
h. 
JSU TOTALS 2 1 6  1 2 2  9  1 4 4 4  6  5 6 4  5 1  
I OPP TOTALS 2 2 5  1 3 6  8  1 8 5 9  1 4  6 0 4  7 0  
Pass  Receivin  No. Yds. 1 Kei th  McKelle: 2 4  3 5 9  
Monte Coa t s  
Solomon Rive r s  
Kevin Blue 
Shawn Massey 
Ronnie O l i v e r  
T e r r y  Thomas 
Darrell Sanders  
Kyle Campbell 
Michael S c o t t  
- 
I JSU TOTALS , 1 2 2  1 4 4 4  OPP TOTALS 1 3 6  1 8 5 9  
Punt ing  No. Yds. Avg. LP 
Garey Wai te r s  4 0  1 6 4 2  4 1 . 1  6 0  
Team 1 0 0 . 0  0  
JSU TOTALS 4  1 1 6 4 2  40 .0  6 0  
OPP TOTALS 4  7  1 7  6  5  3 7 . 6  6 1  
Punt Returns  No. Yds. Avq. TD LR 
Solomon Rive r s  1 0  1 3 0  13 .0  0  3 8  
E r i c  Davis 6  5 5  9 . 2  0  2 1  
Darre l l  Sanders  2 2 1  1 0 . 5  0  1 3  
T e r r y  Jones  1 1 2  1 2 . 0 0  1 2  
Tracy Al l en  1 1 0  1 0 . 0  0  1 0  
JSU TOTALS 2 0  2 2 8  1 1 . 4  0  3 8  
OPP TOTALS 1 9  1 4 3  7 .5  0  1 9  
Kickoff Returns  No. Yds. Avg. TD LR 
Solomon Rive r s  1 7  3 0 0  1 7 . 6  0  3 6  
Darrel l  Sanders  7 1 5 6  22 .3  0  3 3  
Br ian  Stevenson 5  9 0  1 8 . 0  0  2 1  
E r i c  Davis 1 2 4  2 4 . 0  0  2 4  
Shavtn Massey 1 2 2  2 2 . 0  0  2 2  
S t e v e  P a t r i c k  1 6  6 .0  0  6 
JSU TOTALS 2 9  5 9 8  20 .6  0  3 6  
OPP TOTALS 3 3  6 8 5  2 0 . 8  0  4 5  
I n t e r c e p t i o n s  No. Yds. T D LR 
Ronnie C r u t c h e r  3  0  0  0  
Reggie McCord 2  1 6  0  1 6  
Rodnty Kinnie  2  1 8  0  1 8  
E r i c  Davis 1 0 0  0 
Rusty  Grimmett 1 0 0  0  
JSU TOTALS 8  3 4  0  1 8  
OPP TOTALS 9  5 4  0  2  9 
Shooters drop two, spikers win three 
By THOMAS BALLENGER 15th a t  Cincinnati, Ohio, and November 16th at 
Chanticleer Senior Editor Lexington, Ky. 
The Jacksonville State University rifle team traveled The Lady Gamecock team a 
to Murray, Ky, this past weekend, and despite four new record Of during the past week, by a 
school records recorded by Steve Chew, the team suf- tremendous win Over Gulf South Conference foe North 
fered two defeats. Alabama. The Lady Lions of UNA invaded JSU last week, and 
The Gamecocks took on the University of Tennessee- the visitors won the first two games from the Lady . 
Martin in a halfcourse match, and dropped a 2237-2188 Gamecocks, by the scores of 1512 and 1512. However, 
decision. Chew broke halfcourse records in the standing faced with a doordie situation, Janice Pace's women 
and kneeling events. Chew shot a 574 out of a possible 600 won the next three games, by the scores of 157, 1512, 
to claim the match high score in the standing event. He and 16-14, and thus claimed the hard fought victory. 
also won the kneeling event, with a new school record of The JSU women traveled to Yuntsville to take on the 
199 out of a possible 200. Alabama A M women, and came away with a 15-6,3-15, 
"We should have beaten them, but we had two 1510, and victory. 
shooters who did not score as high as I thought they Next, the Lady Gamecocks to to 
would," said Captain Boyd Collins. participate in the GSC Preconference tournament. In their first match, the women lost to Tennessee-Martin 
Murray State, the defending national champs, by the scores of 1517,1512, and 12-15. JSU regrouped to 
defeated JSU in the fulkourse event by the score of win its find match, against Mississippi College, by the 
4648-4398. The total of 4398 represents a new school scores of 15-3, 15-3. 
record. Once again, Chew set records in the standing The overall record of the Lady Gamecocks stands at 
and kneeling events, as he claimed four school records 1512. Their GSC mark is 6-4. The team will take part in 
as his on the day. the West Georgia Invitational this weekend, and wil l  
The next matches for the shooters will be November travel to Troy next Tuesday to take on the Lady Trojans. 
T 3 4 . .  . lntramural participation is up 
By MIKE DOUGLASS 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
It is fall. and temperatures are 
beginning to drop all over the coun- 
try. However. here at Jax State 
even though temperatures are drop- 
ping, the intramural season is just 
heating up. 
Mark Jones. director of in- 
tramural sports and recreation, is 
looking forward to another outstan- 
ding season of exciting intramural 
play. . - 
"Football is up from three teams 
last year to eight this year ... the 
entire participation is up." accord- 
ing to Jones. 
The large degree of student par- 
ticipation in the intramural pro- 
gram here at Jax State is not always 
found in intramural programs a t ,  
other universities. Jones feels that 
this difference is due partly to the 
nature of the student body. 
"We don't have a lot of people 
that live on campus so the people 
that live here reilly get into-it.';he 
said. 
Jones wants to emphasize and 
encourage participation in all the 
intramural sports but in particular 
he wants to point out the benefits 
involved with participating in the 
individual sports. 
"Maybe a'lot of people don't know 
about them, but participants get to 
more about the game,"Jones said. 
Since gymnastics was dropped, 
Stevenson Gym has been closed and 
is being remodeled. Jones expressed 
a desire to see the gym become an 
intramural facility. 
"That's a good possibility. The 
President has some task forces 
looking into it (and) I'd really like to 
see it,"Jones said. 
Jones cites two positive aspects in 
converting Stevenson Gym: 1 )this 
will h e l ~  alleviate crowdine at  the 
It  appears that once again, in- 
t ramura l~  a re  off to a great start. 
Jones wants all interested students 
to come out and give intramural 
sports a try. 
"I want everyone who wants to, to 
come out and participate ... and for 
everyone who participates to have 
fun,"he said. 
Anyone seeking more information - 
on scheduling, signing up or on 
special weekend events can contact 
- 
coliseum, and 2)  the fact that the Intramural office at  extension 
Stevenson is closer to the main 5351 or come by the lntramural 
campus should help encourage par- office on the gym floor of the col- 
ticipation. iseum. 
r' 
Vikings 
Vikings 
- 
Terminators 
Chosen One 
Kappa Alpha 
Pi Kapp Game 7:45 
Pi Kappa Phi Pi Kapp Tonight 
Delta Chi  
IM Football Tournament 
meet new people (and) really learn 
Only three teams unbeaten, untied 
By THOMAS BALLENGER 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
MIAMI at PlTl'SBURGH 
The Hurricanes came to life in the second half of their game with Florida 
State this past week, and are still the best team in America. Pittsburgh has 
played well at times this season, but the Panthers have lost a few games 
that they should not have. Miami will win this one in a rout. MIAMI 42, 
PITI'SBURGH 17. 
LOUISIANA mATE vs. ALABAMA (at Birmingham) 
U U  dropped a close game to Ole Miss last week , so the Bayou Bengals 
may have been guilty of looked over the Rebels, and thinking of their 
showdown with the nde. Alabama ran over, around, and through 
Mississippi State, but UU's defense is a great deal tougher. Looks like it 
will be a good contest, and Van Tiffin just may be the difference. 
ALABAMA 27, IBUISIANA Fl'ATE 24. 
GEORGIA vs. FLORIDA (at Jacksonville) 
Florida is coming off an emotional 1817 win over Auburn, which is not 
too terribly different than last year's scenario. Last year, Florida won a 
hard-fought 14-10 verdict over Auburn, and then proceeded to be humilated 
by the Bulldogs. Georgia will have a hard time beating the Gators, but 
behind the running of Lars Tate, the Bulldogs will win. GEORGIA 27, 
FLORIDA 23. 
Other Games: 
UCLA 28, Stanford 24. Air Force 35, Army 21. Arizona 42, Washington 
State 21. Arizona State 45, California 17. Aubun 77, Cincinnati 6. Arkansas 
28, Baylor 24. Clemson 28, North Carolina 24. Wake Forest 24, Duke 17. 
Florida State 35, South Carolina 31. Georgia Tech 45, VMI 14. Texas 24, 
Houston 14, Iowa 31, Illinois 14.Michigan State 45, Indiana 23. 
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11. Ohio State 
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round the GbC 
Last week's results': Gulf South Conference 
JACKSONVILLE STATE 30, Tennessee-Martin 20 
Livingston 27, h l t a  State 15 
Mississippi College 30, West Georgia 14 
Troy State 38, North Alabama 9 
a 
Valdosta State 21, Savannah State 7 
St andings 
GSC Overall 
Troy State 6-0 7-1 
Mississippi College 5-1 7 -2 
Valdosta State 4- 1 6-2 
JACKSONVILLE STATE 3-2-1 4-3-1 
Delta State 2-2-1 4-2-1 
his Week's Schedule : Livingston 2-3 3-5 
Delta State at West Georgia (12:30 p.m.) 
North Alabama at Livingston (1:30 p.m.) 
Missippi College at Valdosta State (2 p.m.) 
Tennessee-Martin at Troy State (2 p.m.) 
Tennessee-Martin 
I North Alabama 0-5 3-5 
NAUTIL THE G Y M  
HEALTH CLUB (Formerly DOC'S) 
LAST RESOLUTION 
YOUR BODY 
WILL EVER NEED. 
I WILL JOIN 
NAUTILUS HEALTH CLUB/THE GYM 
SIGNED 
X 
Easy wasn't it? Now bring your 'PLEDGE'' to the NAUTWS 
HEALTH CLUB or THE GYM, 28 Public Square, Jack- 
sonville, and get a 2 year membership for '138*. This - 
offer will expire November 12th, 1986. 
- 

